INTRO1.
[Hello, my name is (INTERVIEWER FIRST AND LAST NAME) and I work for Abt SRBI, a national research company.] The University of Michigan and Stanford University are conducting a nationwide study, and we would like to speak to a member of this household. Are you a member of this household and at least 18 years old?
   1. YES [SKIP TO INTRO3]
   2. NO [GO TO INTRO2]
   3. REFUSED [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D3; DISPO=31]
   4. NOT A HOUSEHOLD [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D3; DISPO=43]

INTRO2.
IF INTRO1=2:
Is someone from this household available now who is at least 18 years old?
   1. YES
   2. NO [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D3; DISPO=36]
   3. REFUSED [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D3; DISPO=31]

INTRO3.
(IF NECESSARY, REPEAT INTRODUCTION: Hello, my name is (INTERVIEWER FIRST AND LAST NAME) and I work for Abt SRBI, a national research company. The University of Michigan and Stanford University are conducting a nationwide study.)

We are interested in talking to people about their opinions on many aspects of their lives and the lives of people around them.

You should have received a letter from Abt SRBI telling you about this study. (SHOW LETTER, IF NECESSARY.) Your household was selected scientifically as part of the study's national sample, and I may need to interview someone here. If someone in your household is found to be eligible, we will offer that person $25 as a thank you for completing the interview.

In order to determine whom to interview, I need to know who lives at this address. Let me assure you that your participation is voluntary and the information you provide is strictly confidential. No one outside of our small research staff will be told that someone living here has completed the interview.
I need to find out the first names and ages and a few other pieces of information for everyone living or staying at this address who is age 17 or older.

1. CONTINUE TO ROSTER --> GO TO S2
2. Informant unable to complete roster at this time [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D3] [DISPO=32]
3. REFUSED ROSTER [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D3; DISPO=31]

[PROGRAMMER: IF ANY NONBLANK CONTENT ENTERED INTO ANY ROSTER FIELD SET ROSTER_STATUS=1. STARTED]

S2. So I can choose the right person to speak with, I need to ask: how many adults - 17 years and older - live here, including yourself?

1. Just informant
2. 2 PEOPLE
   ..
20. 20 PEOPLE
  SCREENER REFUSAL[GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D3; DISPO=31]

IF ASKED WHOM TO INCLUDE: Include anyone who usually lives here but is away now, traveling, at school, or in a hospital, or anyone else whose regular home is here.
ROSTER. Let’s start with you.

1. **CONFIRM1.** I have listed (NUMBER people / you as the only person) in your household age 17 or older. Have I missed anyone who usually lives here but is away now, traveling, at school, or in a hospital, or anyone else whose regular home is here?
   1. **ROSTER CORRECT**
   2. **SOMEONE ELSE LIVES HERE**
   3. **REFUSED**

[ENTER INFORMANT IN ROW #1. ADD ROWS AS NEEDED] **CONFIRM1.** I have listed (NUMBER people / you as the only person) in your household age 17 or older. Have I missed anyone who usually lives here but is away now, traveling, at school, or in a hospital, or anyone else whose regular home is here?

1. **ROSTER CORRECT**
2. **SOMEONE ELSE LIVES HERE**
3. **REFUSED**

[PROGRAMMER: GO TO ROSTER_CKPT.]
ELIGIBILITY & SELECTION LOGIC:
FOR MAIN SAMPLE (OVERAMPLE FLAG = 0):
  FLAG ROSTER PERSONS “ELIGIBLE” IF THEY ARE U.S. CITIZENS AND (AGE IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO 18 OR CONFIRM2=1 OR CONFIRM3=1 OR ELIG_CKAGE=1) AND THIS IS USUAL PLACE OF RESIDENCE.
FOR BLACK/HISPANIC OVERSAMPLE (OVERAMPLE FLAG = 1-3):
  FLAG ROSTER PERSONS “ELIGIBLE” IF THEY ARE U.S. CITIZENS AND (AGE IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO 18 OR CONFIRM2=1 OR CONFIRM3=1 OR ELIG_CKAGE=1) AND THEY ARE (BLACK/HISPANIC IN THE ROSTER OR BLACK/HISPANIC IN ELIG_CKHISP/ELIG_CKAA) AND THIS IS USUAL PLACE OF RESIDENCE.
1. If an address has an OVERSAMPLE value of 1, then if anyone in the household is Hispanic, REGARDLESS OF RACE, they are eligible for the Hispanic oversample ONLY
2. If an address has an OVERSAMPLE value of 2, then if anyone in the household is BLACK, REGARDLESS OF OTHER RACES, they are eligible for the Black oversample ONLY
3. If an address has an OVERSAMPLE value of 3, then if anyone in the household is Hispanic OR Black, they are eligible for selection and will count toward whichever group they are once selected.

RANDOMLY SELECT ONE PERSON FROM AMONG THOSE ELIGIBLE AND SET SCREENER TO COMPLETE

NOELIGIBLE.
IF NO ELIGIBLE CASES:
As it turns out, there is no one here who is eligible to be interviewed. We appreciate your help. Thank you for your time.
SET SCREENER AS “COMPLETE” AND GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D7. IF ZERO ROSTERED PERSONS HAVE THIS ADDRESS AS THEIR USUAL PLACE OF RESIDENCE, SET DISPO=43; ELSE IF SAMPLE IS MAIN SAMPLE, SET DISPO=44; ELSE IF SAMPLE IS OVERSAMPLE, SET DISPO=45.

[IF SAMPLED R IS 17 YEARS OLD GO TO TEEN1. IF NOT GO TO ADULT 1 OR 2.]

TEEN1.
IF SAMPLED R IS 17 YEARS OLD:
The computer has randomly selected (SCRN_NAME_#) for this study. The rest of our questions are for (him/her). Are you the parent or legal guardian of (SCRN_NAME_#)?
  1. YES [SKIP TO TEEN3]
  2. NO GO TO TEEN2
     7. REFUSED --&gt; GO TO TEEN2

TEEN2.
IF TEEN1=2, 7:
Before the interview with [TEEN NAME/INITIALS] can begin, we need to have the permission of the parent or legal guardian of the teenager for his or her participation. Is [TEEN NAME/INITIALS]’s parent or legal guardian available?

Would you please ask that person to join us to give their permission?

1. YES, PARENT OR GUARDIAN IS AVAILABLE
2. NO, PARENT/GUARDIAN IS NOT AVAILABLE [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=27]
7. REFUSED [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=21]

**TEEN3.**

IF TEEN1=1 OR TEEN2=1.

**ONSCREEN INSTRUCTION: TO PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN:**

[IF NECESSARY: Hello. [TEEN NAME/INITIALS] has been selected for participation in the National Public Life Survey, which is a voluntary research study sponsored by the University of Michigan and Stanford University. [SCR_NAME#] was scientifically selected for the study, to represent thousands of other U.S. citizens.]

With your approval, we would like to interview your teenager for our survey. As a token of thanks, [SCR_NAME#] will receive a thank-you of [INCENTIVE AMOUNT] if he/she chooses to participate. Be assured that we protect the privacy of teenage participants with the same high standards we apply to all our participants.

If you have questions about this research, I can answer them now. You are also welcome to contact the leader of the research team as well as the Institutional Review Board at Abt SRBI (312-529-9703). The survey will ask a wide variety of questions, and it usually takes about an hour. If you give your permission, the first thing that I will do is tell [SCR_NAME#] about the survey and ask if he or she is willing to participate.

**INTERVIEWER: GIVE PARENT CONSENT INFO SHEET TO PARENT NOW.**

Do you give us your consent to interview your teenager?

1. YES
2. NO [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=21]
7. REFUSED [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=21]
8. DON’T KNOW [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=27]

**TEEN4.**

IF TEEN3=1:

Thank you very much. The rest of the questions are for (SCRN_NAME_#). Is (SCRN_NAME_#) available now?

1. YES [SET SCREENER “COMPLETE” AND GO TO] REINTRO
2. NO/DK [SET SCREENER “COMPLETE” AND GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=25]
7. REFUSED [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=21]

ADULT1.
IF SAMPLED ADULT IS PERSON 1:
The computer has selected you for the interview. Let’s begin.
1. YES CONTINUE [SET SCREENER “COMPLETE” AND GO TO ALLCONSENT]
2. NO NOT AVAILABLE -->DON’T CONTINUE [SET SCREENER “COMPLETE” AND GO TO] CASE MANAGEMENT/D2;
3. REFUSED [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=21]

ADULT2.
The computer has selected (SCRN_NAME_#) for the survey. The rest of my questions are for (SCRN_NAME_#). Is (SCRN_NAME_#) available now?
1. YES [SET SCREENER “COMPLETE” AND GO TO REINTRO]
2. NO NOT AVAILABLE, [SET SCREENER “COMPLETE” AND GO TO DISPOSITION MODULE/D2]
3. REFUSED [SET SCREENER “COMPLETE” AND GO TO DISPOSITION MODULE] DISPO=21

REINTRO Hello, my name is (INTERVIEWER FIRST AND LAST NAME) and I work for Abt SRBI, a national research company. The University of Michigan and Stanford University are conducting a nationwide study.

We are interested in talking to people about their opinions on many aspects of their lives and the lives of people around them.

You should have received a letter from Abt SRBI telling you about this study. (SHOW LETTER, IF NECESSARY.) Your household was selected scientifically as part of the study's national sample, and you have been scientifically selected as the participant

1. YES CONTINUE [GO TO ALLCONSENT]
2. NO NOT AVAILABLE -->DON’T CONTINUE [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=25]
3. REFUSED [GO TO CASE MANAGEMENT/D2; DISPO=21]

ALLCONSENT
I would like to assure you that the interview is completely voluntary and confidential. No one outside of our small research staff will be told that you have completed the interview. If we should come to any questions that you don’t want to answer, just let me know and we’ll go on to the next question.

This interview should take about an hour and as a thank-you we are able to give you $25 if you agree to participate. If you have questions about the study, I can answer them, and you can also contact my supervisors or the Office of Human Research Protection at the phone number on your information sheet.

1. PROCEED TO MAIN INTERVIEW [main iw should begin with request for CONSENT FOR TAPE-RECORDING]
2. REFUSAL [GO TO DISPOSITION MODULE DISPO=21]
3. PREFERENCES TO SCHEDULE APPT [GO TO DISPOSITION MODULE DISPO=25]